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Abstract

We propose Hilda, a high-level language for
developing data-driven web applications. The
primary benefits of Hilda over existing de-
velopment platforms are: (a) it uses a uni-
fied data model for all layers of the applica-
tion, (b) it is declarative, (c) it models both
application queries and updates, (d) it sup-
ports structured programming for web sites,
(e) it enables conflict detection for concur-
rent updates, and (f) it separates application
logic from presentation. We also describe the
implementation of a simple proof-of-concept
Hilda compiler, which translates a Hilda ap-
plication program into Java Servlet code.

1 Introduction

An important class of applications are data-driven web
applications, i.e., web applications that are run on top
of a back-end database system. Examples of such ap-
plications include online shopping sites, online auc-
tions, and business-to-business portals. While devel-
oping data-driven web applications is a complex and
challenging task, the application development inter-
face provided by existing platforms is often too low-
level or does not provide a unified model for the whole
application stack. Specifically, technologies such as
J2EE-based application servers, Java Servlets/JSPs,
ASPs, PHP, WebML, Strudel, and relational trans-
ducers, suffer from some of the following shortcomings
(Section 7 discusses these approaches in more detail).

• Impedance Mismatch: Data-driven web
based applications span three conceptual lay-
ers: database, application logic, and presentation.
Most existing languages provide a different data
model for each layer (e.g., relational model for
databases, Java objects for application logic, form
variables for web pages). This “impedance mis-

match” makes it hard to develop, maintain, and
optimize applications.

• Not Declarative: In contrast to declarative
high-level database query languages such as SQL,
web application development languages such as
Java are low-level and procedural. This increases
application development time and limits opti-
mization opportunities.

• No Unified Handling of Queries and Up-
dates: While some tools such as AutoWeb [21]
and Strudel [15] can declaratively specify the
structure and content of websites, they focus
mostly on read-only applications. Consequently,
they do not provide a uniform framework for han-
dling applications that deal with both queries and
updates.

• No Structured Programming for Web Sites:
Website specification tools such as WebML [14]
and Strudel [15] represent a data-driven website
as a graph, where the nodes in the graph are web
pages and the edges are links between the pages.
Consequently, the “control flow” of the applica-
tion can jump from one web page to another so
long as there is a connecting edge. This is similar
to programming with goto statements in the do-
main of web pages, and has similar disadvantages
as compared to structured programming [10].

• No Support for Conflict Detection: Multi-
user, data-driven applications, by their very na-
ture, have a potential for conflicts due to concur-
rently issued application updates. In a complex
application, such conflicts can be very hard to de-
tect. Existing systems do not provide support for
conflict detection.

• Mixing of Application Logic and Presenta-
tion: While there is broad agreement that ap-
plication logic should be kept separate from pre-
sentation, existing languages do not enforce this



separation; this results in code that is hard to un-
derstand, modify, and extend.

To address the above issues, we propose Hilda, a
high-level language for developing data-driven web ap-
plications. Hilda uses a single data model, is declar-
ative, enforces structured programming, and clearly
separates application logic from presentation. The ex-
pected benefits of Hilda are reduced application devel-
opment time, reduced application maintenance cost,
and increased optimization opportunities.

The design of Hilda embodies several key concepts.
First, Hilda uses a single data model, the relational
model [8], to represent all application state. Sec-
ond, it captures application logic as a sequence of
state transitions from one valid application state to
another. The application query and update operations
are declaratively specified using SQL. Third, Hilda
provides an application building block called an AUnit
(for Application Unit), which is a single-entry single-
exit programming construct. AUnits provide the basic
means for structured programming and encapsulation
in Hilda, and they are used to specify the structure
of the application and its associated web site. AU-
nits are also structured to aid conflict detection in
the face of conflicting application updates. Finally,
Hilda separates the application logic, which is rep-
resented as AUnits, from the presentation, which is
represented as PUnits (for Presentation Units) with
embedded HTML code.

Besides the design of the Hilda language, an-
other challenging aspect is building a Hilda com-
piler, which takes in the Hilda program for an ap-
plication and generates executable code. We de-
scribe a simple proof-of-concept compiler that trans-
lates a Hilda program into Java Servlet code that
can be run in a conventional application server.
Both the compiler and a demo of an example
Web site generated by the compiler are available
at http://www.cs.cornell.edu/database/hilda. While
Hilda allows for many optimization opportunities,
these details are beyond the scope of this paper and
are part of future work.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we describe an application, a course man-
agement system, that we use as a running example. In
Section 3, we describe the Hilda language. We revisit
the course management system in Hilda in Section 4.
In Section 6, we describe the implementation of the
Hilda compiler. In Section 7, we discuss related work,
and we conclude in Section 8.

2 Case Study: A Course Management
System

To illustrate some of the shortcomings of existing ap-
plication development platforms, we use CMS [11] –
a course management system application – as a case

study. We developed CMS at Cornell to simplify the
management of large courses. CMS provides the soft-
ware infrastructure for managing assignments, grad-
ing, student groups, etc., and is currently being used
by over 1900 students in 40 courses in computer sci-
ence, physics, economics and engineering. CMS uses
a standard three-tier architecture, with a back-end
database server, middle-tier application servers and
front-tier client browsers. The initial version of CMS
was developed using PHP, while the current version
was developed using J2EE.

We use four core features of CMS to highlight some
of the limitations of existing development platforms.
Since the issues are similar for both versions of CMS,
we focus on the J2EE-based implementation. As noted
in Sections 1 and 7, other development platforms also
suffer from similar shortcomings.

2.1 Assignment Creation

One of the basic features supported by CMS is the
ability to create an assignment for a course. The high-
level description of this feature is quite simple: an ad-
ministrator of a course can specify the name of an
assignment, the release date, the due date, the set of
problems, and so on. However, the actual code to im-
plement this functionality is surprisingly complex for
the following reasons:

Impedance mismatch: During assignment creation, the
user input is obtained and temporarily stored using
HTML forms in the web browser. When the user sub-
mits the assignment for creation, this input data is
copied into the corresponding assignment Java Bean in
the application server. HTML forms and Java Beans
use different data formats, and a good deal of fragile,
low-level code is required to map between them.

Mixing Application Logic and Presentation: Be-
fore creating an assignment, CMS performs some
application-level sanity checks such as determining
whether the due date of an assignment occurs after
the release date. Currently, such checks are performed
using JavaScript in the web browser because the user
input is obtained and temporarily stored in the web
browser (using HTML forms). Such checks are not
performed in the application server (where the rest
of the application logic resides) because, if the check
fails, the temporary state in the web browser (e.g.,
the user’s answers in form fields) would have to be re-
stored so that the user does not have to type in all
the information again. Since restoring the state in the
web browser requires a lot of low-level code that maps
data from the application server data model to the web
browser data model, application developers often avoid
this mapping by directly performing the check in the
web browser. Consequently, application logic is mixed
with presentation, making the application harder to
understand, modify, and maintain.



2.2 Viewing Student Grades

CMS allows students and staff to view relevant grades.
Impedance Mismatch: The student, course, and grade
data is stored in relational tables, while this data is ex-
posed to application developers as Java Beans. How-
ever, for performance reasons, application developers
have to directly work with the relational tables to pro-
duce the list of students and their grades. Specifically,
since each course, student, and grade is represented
as a separate Java Bean object, it is very inefficient
to write nested “for loops” in the application to com-
pute the grade for each assignment for each student
enrolled in a course because this translates to perform-
ing nested loop joins in the application server. It is far
more efficient to issue a single SQL query to compute
this information because the database can then opti-
mize this query. Consequently, application developers
have to manually bridge the gap between the J2EE
and relational data models and issue SQL queries.

2.3 Student Group Management

CMS allows students to form groups for a given as-
signment in a course. A student can initiate group
creation by extending an invitation to another student.
The other student can either accept the invitation (in
which case a new group is formed) or decline the in-
vitation. A student can also withdraw an outstanding
invitation and groups can be disbanded at any time.
No support for conflict detection: When a student is-
sues a request to accept or decline an invitation, CMS
needs to guard against possible conflicting actions such
as the inviting student withdrawing the invitation. In
addition, there are a variety of other cases unrelated
to group management where the action should not be
performed, including if the student is dropped from
the course (by the course administrator), if the invit-
ing student is dropped from the course, if the assign-
ment has been dropped, if the course itself has been
dropped, and so on. Using current development tools,
it is practically impossible for application developers
to correctly identify all the conditions that need to
be checked before performing a specific task such as
accepting or declining an invitation. Further, these
application-level conflicts do not necessarily translate
to database conflicts. For instance, dropping an as-
signment in CMS does not delete the assignment but
only sets a “hidden” flag for that assignment (so that
it can be resurrected if necessary). Thus, the database
will not identify the invitation accepts/declines for a
dropped assignment as a conflict. Consequently, there
is a risk that an action may be performed in an incon-
sistent application state.
Not declarative: Even if the application developer were
to correctly identify the correct precondition for per-
forming an action, he or she would have to make an
a priori decision about how to enforce the condition.

For example, the application developer could decide
to hold transaction locks for the entire duration of
the user input and action, or alternatively, check the
precondition just before performing the user action.
However, since this precondition cannot be specified
declaratively, the system cannot dynamically optimize
for the preferred strategy given the current workload,
nor can it explore other possibly more efficient strate-
gies such as using triggers to invalidate actions.

2.4 Web Site Structure

Impedance mismatch: The CMS website structure is
specified using HTML links with embedded parame-
ters (such as the current course id and so on). Since
this data model is completely different from the data
models used for the application logic (J2EE and rela-
tional databases), it is difficult for the application de-
veloper to understand and maintain the interactions
between the website and the application logic.
No structured programming for websites: CMS sup-
ports a rich navigational interface whereby various
pages (such as the course overview page) can be
reached through multiple paths. While this interface
is intuitive for the user, it is very difficult for the ap-
plication developer to understand the “control flow”
between different pieces of application logic spread
over interconnected pages. Programming the struc-
ture of the website is reminiscent of programming
with goto statements, which make programs difficult
to understand and maintain. What is missing is a
more “structured programming” paradigm for web-
sites, which nevertheless provides the same rich navi-
gational interface for end-users.

3 The Hilda Language

We now introduce the Hilda language. Hilda is based
on three key concepts, which help address the short-
comings discussed in the previous sections.

1. Hilda uses a single data model - the relational
model - to represent the state of all parts of the ap-
plication, including the database, application logic
and the client. This design decision has several
benefits. First, the use of a single data model
eliminates the impedance mismatch between
the different layers of the application. Second,
the use of the relational model enables the appli-
cation logic to be specified declaratively using
SQL queries and updates. Finally, the choice of
the relational model allows for a practical and effi-
cient implementation since most existing database
systems are relational.

2. Hilda provides a powerful single-entry single-exit
programming construct called an AUnit (Appli-
cation Unit), which models application logic and



web site navigation as a sequence of state tran-
sitions from one valid application state to an-
other. AUnits offer several benefits. First, AU-
nits handle both queries and updates in a
unified model since application state transitions
are specified like queries using SQL. Second, AU-
nits enable structured programming for web
sites since they are single-entry single-exit con-
structs (like function calls) with a nested tree-
like structure, which can nevertheless capture rich
graph-like user navigation of a web site. Finally,
AUnits can automatically detect application
conflicts since they explicitly model state tran-
sitions and can monitor changes in the state that
can invalidate an application action.

3. Hilda provides a HTML-based presentation con-
struct called a PUnit (Presentation Unit), which
is associated with an AUnit and describes how the
content of the AUnit is to be presented. PUnits
ensure a clear separation of application logic
from presentation because they deal only with
presentation issues like page layout, font size and
background color, while AUnits deal only with ap-
plication logic and web site structure.

In the remainder of this section we describe the core
Hilda construct – the AUnit – in detail. We also briefly
discuss PUnits. We use MiniCMS, a small application
inspired by the CMS system discussed above, as our
running example. In Section 4, we also use MiniCMS
to concretely illustrate how Hilda addresses the limi-
tations described in Section 2.

3.1 AUnits Overview

An AUnit is a single-entry single-exit programming
construct that is associated with an (optional) input
schema and an (optional) output schema. The in-
put and output schemas are both relational schemas.
Given an AUnit, one or more instances of the AUnit
can be created. Each instance of an AUnit takes in
an input conforming to the input schema of the AU-
nit and returns an output conforming to its output
schema. The act of creating an instance of an AU-
nit is called activation, and the act of destroying an
instance of an AUnit is called deactivation.

Informally, an AUnit is analogous to a class in con-
ventional programming languages. The input and out-
put schemas of the AUnit correspond to the input and
output signatures, respectively, of a method associated
with the class. An instance of an AUnit is analogous
to an object instance of a class, activation is analo-
gous to object creation, and deactivation is analogous
to object deletion.

There are two types of AUnits: Basic AUnits and
User-Defined AUnits. Basic AUnits provide simple In-
put/Output functionality. For example, an instance of
the ShowRow AUnit shows a row to a user; it takes in a

single row as input (whose attribute values are shown
to the user) and returns no output. At a first glance
it might seem counterintuitive that ShowRow has in-
put, but no output (it is supposed to show something).
However, recall that input and output refer to the in-
formation flow in the application. ShowRow’s data will
ultimately be displayed in a browser, but this is part of
the presentation, not the application logic. Similarly,
an instance of the GetRow Basic AUnit returns a row
of values entered by a user; it takes in no input and
returns a single row as an output. Other Basic AU-
nits for other common Input/Output tasks are defined
similarly.

User-Defined AUnits are used to construct complex
AUnits from simpler AUnits. Each instance of a User-
Defined AUnit contains zero or more instances of other
(User-Defined or Basic) AUnits, which are called child
AUnit instances. A User-Defined AUnit also contains
the application logic to activate and deactivate child
AUnit instances, to prepare input for child AUnit in-
stances, and to process output from child AUnit in-
stances. Like all AUnits, a User-Defined AUnit also
has its own input and output schemas.

A Hilda program consists of a set of User-Defined
AUnits. One of these AUnits is designated as the root
AUnit, which intuitively corresponds to the “main”
function in a program. The root AUnit can have an
input schema (to access application environment vari-
ables) but cannot have an output schema, i.e., it can-
not produce any output. A new instance of the root
AUnit (or session) is activated each time a new user
connects to the Hilda application, and this instance is
deactivated when the user disconnects.

Our MiniCMS application consists of the User-
Defined AUnits shown in Figures 2, 3, 4, 8, and
13 (as well as some other AUnits that are not
shown). For a life demo of the application visit
http://www.cs.cornell.edu/database/hilda. The root
AUnit is the CMSRoot AUnit shown in Figure 2. Note
that the definition of these AUnits contains many de-
tails that have not been introduced yet; we describe
these next.

3.2 User-Defined AUnits

Figure 1 shows the BNF grammar for a user-defined
AUnit. As shown, each AUnit has a name (line 2) and
a number of other components which we discuss in the
next few sections.

3.2.1 Schemas

As shown in Figure 1, a User-Defined AUnit has op-
tional input and output schemas (lines 3-4). Here
Schema is a non-terminal that describes a relational
schema (the production rules for Schema are not
shown). As a convenient short hand, a AUnit can also
have an inout schema (line 5) when the same schema



01) AUnit ->
02) AUnitName:STRING ’{’
03) [’input’ ’schema’ ’{’ Schema ’}’]
04) [’output’ ’schema’ ’{’ Schema ’}’]
05) [’inout’ ’schema’ ’{’ Schema ’}’]
06)
07) [’persist’ ’schema’ ’{’ Schema ’}’]
08) [’persist’ ’query’ ’{’ Assignment* ’}’]
09)
10) [’local’ ’schema’ ’{’ Schema ’}’]
11) [’local’ ’query’ ’{’ Assignment* ’}’]
12)
13) Activator*
14) ’}’
15)
16) Activator ->
17) ’activator’ ActName:STRING : AUnitName:STRING ’{’
18) [’activation’ ’schema’ ’{’ Schema ’}’
19) ’activation’ ’query’ ’{’ Query ’}’]
20) [’input’ ’query’ ’{’ Assignment* ’}’]
21) Handler*
22) ’}’
23)
24) Handler ->
25) [return] ’handler’ HandlerName:STRING ’{’
26) [’condition’ ’{’ Query ’}’]
27) ’action’ ’{’ Assignment* ’}’
28) ’}’
29)
30) Assignment -> TableName:STRING ’:-’ Query

Figure 1: This figure shows the BNF grammar for a
User-Defined AUnit. Constants are denoted as strings
in quotes (e.g., ’input’). Terminals are denoted as
name-type pairs, where the name is the symbolic name
for the terminal and the type is the type of the terminal
(e.g., ActName:STRING is a terminal, where ActName
is the symbolic name and STRING is the type). Non-
terminals are denoted as regular strings (e.g., AUnit).
We use the standard notation of [] for optional ele-
ments and * for zero or more occurrences of an ele-
ment.

is used for both input and output. We use the nota-
tion in.X and out.X to refer to the input and output
versions, respectively, of a table X in an inout schema.

An AUnit can also have a persistent schema (line
7). The data stored in a persistent schema has two
important properties: (1) it is persistent across AU-
nit instance activations and deactivations, and (2) it
is shared between different instances of the same AU-
nit. The data in the persistent schema is initialized by
evaluating the persistent query the very first time the
Hilda program is run (line 8). A persistent query is
a set of Assignments, each of which assigns the result
of an SQL query to a table in the persistent schema
(line 30). Here Query is a non-terminal that describes
a SQL query (the production rules for Query are not
shown).

In addition to a persistent schema, an AUnit can
have a local schema (line 10). The data stored in the
local schema is initialized when a new instance of an
AUnit is activated, by evaluating a local query (line
11). The data stored in the local schema is private to
a specific instance and is not shared between instances.
When an AUnit instance is deactivated, the data in its
local schema is destroyed.

MiniCMS Example: Consider the CMSRoot AUnit
in Figure 2. As mentioned earlier, CMSRoot is the
root AUnit. CMSRoot has an input schema (line 2)
that specifies the name of a user logged in to the sys-
tem.1 CMSRoot does not have an output schema since
it is the root AUnit. CMSRoot also has a persistent
schema (lines 5-14) that describes the data that the
course management system works with – courses, stu-
dents, assignments, etc. The data stored in the persis-
tent schema is shared among all CMSRoot instances,
hence different users can access that data. Since CMS-
Root does not have a persistent query, all the tables in
the persistent schema are initially empty. CMSRoot
does not have a local schema.

As another example, consider the CourseAdmin
AUnit in Figure 3. CourseAdmin captures the appli-
cation logic for a course administrator, who can add
and drop assignments in a course. CourseAdmin takes
in the initial set of assignments and associated prob-
lems as input and returns the new set of assignments
and problems as output. Since the schema for the in-
put and output are the same, these are represented
as an inout schema (lines 4-7). CourseAdmin has no
persistent schema or local schema.

As a third example, consider the CreateAssignment
AUnit in Figure 4. In MiniCMS, assignments have a
name, a release date, and a due date. Each assign-
ment consists of several problems. Each problem has
a name and a weight to indicate how much the prob-

1In CMS, user login is done using Kerberos authentication
(http://web.mit.edu/kerberos/), which is external to the appli-
cation. Thus, user information is passed in as input to the CM-
SRoot AUnit.



1: AUnit CMSRoot

// Obtain the name of the user as input
2: input schema { user(name:string) }

3: // Store information about admins, courses, students, etc.
4: // Initially, all tables are empty.
5: persist schema {
6: course(cid:int, cname:string)
7: staff(sid:int, cid:int, sname:string, role:string)
8: student(sid:int, cid:int, sname:string)
9: assign(aid:int, cid:int, name:string, release:date, due:date)

10: problem(pid:int, aid:int,name:string,weight:float)

11: group(gid:int, aid:int)

12: groupmember(gmid:int, gid:int, sid:int, grade:float)

13: invitation(iid:int, gid:int, invitersid:int, inviteesid:int)
14: }

15: // Activator to activate CourseAdmin AUnit
16: // Can add or delete assignments
17: activator ActCourseAdmin : CourseAdmin {
18: // Activate one CourseAdmin for each course
19: activation schema { acourse(cid:int) }
20: activation query {
21: SELECT C.cid
22: FROM course C, staff S, user U
23: WHERE C.cid = S.cid and S.sname = U.name
24: and S.role =”admin”
25: }
26: // Prepare the assignments corresponding to the course
27: input query {
28: //project the assignment on the course
29: CourseAdmin.assign :-
30: SELECT A.aid,A.name,A.release,A.due
31: FROM assign A
32: WHERE A.cid = activationTuple.cid
33: //project the problems on assignments in the course
34: CourseAdmin.problem :-
35: SELECT *
36: FROM problem P, CourseAdmin.assign A
37: WHERE P.aid = A.aid
38: }
39: handler UpdateAssignments {
40: action{
41: //update assignment
42: assign :-
43: SELECT *
44: FROM assign A
45: WHERE A.aid not in
46: (SELECT *
47: FROM CourseAdmin.in.assign)
48: UNION
49: SELECT O.aid, activationTuple.cid,
50: O.name, O.release, O.due
51: FROM CourseAdmin.out.assign O

52: //update problems
53: problem :-
54: SELECT *
55: FROM problem P
56: WHERE P.pid not in
57: (SELECT *
58: FROM CourseAdmin.in.problem)
59: UNION
60: SELECT *
61: FROM CourseAdmin.out.problem
62: }
63: }
64: }

65: // Activator to activate a student AUnit for each course.
66: activator ActStudent : Student {
67: activation schema { acourse(cid:int) }
68: activation query {
69: SELECT C.cid
70: FROM course C, student S, user U
71: WHERE C.cid = S.cid and S.sname = U.name
72: }
73: // Prepare the assignments corresponding to the course
74: input query {
75: Student.assign :-
76: SELECT A.aid,A.name,A.release,A.due
77: FROM assign A
78: WHERE A.cid = activationTuple.cid
79: ...
80: }

81: ... (similarly for course staff, system admin, etc.)

Figure 2: The CMSRoot AUnit

1: AUnit CourseAdmin

2: // The input is the current set of assignments for
3: //the course, and the output is the modified set
4: inout schema {
5: assign(aid:int, name:string, release:date, due:date)
6: problem(pid:int, aid:int, name:string, weight:float)

7: }

8: //Activator for creating a new assignment
9: activator ActCreateAssign : CreateAssignment{

10: return handler NewAssignment {
11: action{
12: assign :-
13: SELECT * FROM in.assign
14: UNION
15: SELECT *
16: FROM CreateAssignment.newassign
17: problem :-
18: SELECT * FROM in.problem
19: UNION
20: SELECT *
21: FROM CreateAssignment.newproblem
22: }
23: }
24: }

25: // Show the student’s grades for each assignment
26: activator ActShowAssignment : ShowRow(string) {
27: activation schema {
28: allassign(id:int,assignname:string) }
29: activation query {
30: SELECT aid, name
31: FROM assign
32: }
33: input query{
34: ShowRow.input :-
35: SELECT activationTuple.assignname
36: }
37: }

38: ... (activators for deleting/modifying assignments,
adding/deleting student)

Figure 3: Course Administrator AUnit.



lem contributes to the assignment. CreateAssignment
captures the application logic for creating a new as-
signment. CreateAssignment takes no input (hence it
has no input schema) and returns a newly created as-
signment conforming to the output schema (lines 3-6).
CreateAssignment also has a local schema (lines 9-11)
that is used to store temporary information about an
assignment while it is being created by the user (before
being returned as output). The local schema is initial-
ized with a local query (lines 12-14) every time a new
instance of an AUnit is activated. The local query
initializes the assign table with default values for the
name of the assignment (the empty string), the release
date (current date) and the due date (current date).
Since the local query does not explicitly initialize the
problem table in the local schema, the problem table
is initialized to be the empty set, i.e., the assignment
initially does not have any associated problems. Cre-
ateAssignment has no a persistent schema.

3.2.2 Activators: Introduction

Continuing our discussion of the grammar in Figure 1,
AUnits can have zero or more activators (line 13). Ac-
tivators are used to control (1) how child AUnit in-
stances are activated, (2) how a return of a child AU-
nit instance is processed, and (3) how child AUnits are
reactivated after a child AUnit return has been pro-
cessed. These three tasks correspond to the activation
phase, the return phase, and the reactivation phase,
respectively. In the next section we describe the parts
of the activator relevant to the activation phase. The
other phases are described in later sections.

3.2.3 Activators: Activation Phase

As shown in Figure 1, each activator contained in an
AUnit has a name, ActName, which is unique within
the scope of the containing AUnit. Each activator
also specifies the name of the child AUnit, AUnitName,
whose instances it activates (line 17). Each Activator
also has an activation schema (line 18) and an acti-
vation query (line 19). An activation schema is a re-
lational schema that contains exactly one table (the
table can contain any number of columns). The acti-
vation query produces a set of tuples that conform to
the activation schema; the activation query can refer
to the tables in the containing AUnit’s input schema,
local schema and persistent schema.

Whenever an instance of an AUnit is activated,
its local and persistent schemas are initialized as de-
scribed in the previous section. In addition, each ac-
tivator contained in the AUnit is processed as follows:
for each tuple produced by the activation query, a child
AUnit instance is activated. This enables an activator
to activate multiple child AUnit instances. If the ac-
tivation schema and query are absent in the activator
specification, a single child AUnit instance is activated

1: AUnit CreateAssignment

2: //Returns the newly created assignment and problem
3: output schema {
4: newassign(aid:int, name:string, release:date, due:date)
5: newproblem(pid:int, aid:int, name:string, weight:int)

6: }

7: //Stores the assignment information so far. Initialized
8: //with default values for name, release date, due date
9: local schema {

10: assign(name:string, release:date, due:date)
11: problem(pid:int, name:string, weight:int)}

12: local query {
13: assign :- SELECT ””, curr date(), curr date()
14: }

15: // Get information about assignment
16: activator ActAssignInfo : UpdateRow(string,date,date) {
17: // Show the current assignment properties
18: input query {
19: UpdateRow.input :- SELECT * FROM assign
20: }
21: // update assignment with children’s output tables
22: handler updateAssign {
23: assign :-
24: SELECT * FROM UpdateRow.output
25: }
26: }

27: // Add a problem
28: activator ActNewProblem : GetRow(string,int){
29: handler addProblem {
30: problem :-
31: SELECT * FROM problem
32: UNION
33: SELECT genkey(), O.1, O.2
34: FROM GetRow.output O
35: }
36: }

37: // Submit assignment creation
38: activator SubmitAssignment : SubmitBasic{
39: return handler success {
40: condition {
41: SELECT *
42: FROM assign A
43: WHERE A.release <= A.due }
44: action {
45: newassign :-
46: SELECT genkey(), A.name, A.release, A.due
47: FROM assign A
48: newproblem :-
49: SELECT P.pid, A.aid, P.name, P.weight
50: FROM problem P, newassign A
51: }
52: }
53: handler fail {
54: condition {
55: SELECT *
56: FROM assign A
57: WHERE A.release > A.due
58: }
59: action {
60: assign :-
61: SELECT ””, curr date(), curr date()
62: }
63: }

Figure 4: AUnit for Creating Assignment.



whenever an instance of the containing AUnit is acti-
vated.

Note that the above process, whereby an AUnit in-
stance recursively activates child AUnit instances, cre-
ates a tree of active AUnit instances, with the root of
the tree being an instance of the root AUnit. We refer
to this tree as an activation tree and use the term par-
ent AUnit instance to denote the parent of an AUnit
instance in the activation tree. We refer to the set of
activation trees corresponding to all active root AUnit
instances as the activation forest. Note that the final
activation forest is independent of the order in which
activators are processed within an AUnit and also in-
dependent of the order in which AUnits themselves are
processed (e.g., depth-first or breadth-first).

Each activator also has an (optional) input query
(line 18), which is used to compute the input for
each activated child AUnit instance. The input query
can refer to the tables in its containing AUnit’s input
schema, local schema, and persistent schema. In addi-
tion, the input query can refer to a special table called
activationTuple. The activationTuple table has the
same schema as the activation schema. Consider a
child AUnit X that is activated since there exists a
tuple x in the activation schema. The activationTuple
table for that child AUnit contains exactly x. Thus,
the contents of the activationTuple table are different
for each child AUnit, so activationTuple can be used
to tailor the input for a given child AUnit instance
based on its associated tuple in the activation query.
If the input query is absent, all the tables in the input
schema of the child AUnit instance are initialized to
be empty.

The result of the activation phase is a forest of re-
cursively activated AUnits.

MiniCMS Example: When a user first connects to
MiniCMS, a new user session is created by activating
a new instance of CMSRoot, the root AUnit. Fig-
ure 5 Session 1, shows the activation tree of a new
instance of CMSRoot. When a new instance of CM-
SRoot is activated, CMSRoot uses its activators to
activate its child AUnit instances. In this example,
CMSRoot (Figure 2) contains the ActCourseAdmin
(lines 17-64), ActStudent (lines 66-80), and other ac-
tivators (not shown). These activators are used to ac-
tivate child AUnit instances recursively. For ease of
exposition, we now focus only on the ActCourseAd-
min activator; the discussion for the other activators
is similar.

The ActCourseAdmin activator is used to activate
instances of the CourseAdmin AUnit (line 17) for each
course for which the current user is an administrator.
This activation is controlled by the activation schema
(line 19), which contains the ids of the relevant courses,
and the activation query (lines 20-25), which produces
the ids of all courses for which the current user is an
administrator. Note that the activation query refers

Figure 5: Activation Phase

to the input schema and the persistent schema of CM-
SRoot. In the example in Figure 5 Session 1, the set
of course ids for which the current user is an admin-
istrator is {10, 11}. This information is obtained from
a persistent table, which is not shown in Figure 5 for
brevity. For each of these course ids, a new instance
of the CourseAdmin AUnit is activated. The input
to each of these new instances is computed using the
input query (Figure 2, lines 27-38), which produces ta-
bles that conform to the input schema of CourseAdmin
(Figure 3, lines 4-7). For each course id, the input
query computes the set of assignments associated with
that course id (Figure 2, lines 29-32; recall that acti-
vationTuple is bound separately to each tuple – i.e.,
course id – in the activation schema), and also com-
putes the set of problems associated with the selected
assignments (lines 34-37).

When an instance of CourseAdmin is activated, we
recursively activate its child AUnit instances. We il-
lustrate the activation of the instance of CourseAd-
min corresponding to course id 10 (Figure 5 Session
1). When this instance is activated, CourseAdmin
uses its activators to activate its child AUnit instances.
In this example, CourseAdmin (Figure 3) contains
the ActShowAssignment (lines 24-35), ActCreateAs-
sign (lines 9-22), and other activators (not shown).
The ActShowAssign activator shows the list of assign-
ments in the course associated with the instance of
CourseAdmin. The list is shown using the basic AU-
nit, ShowRow, which takes the row to be shown as
input and displays it to the user (recall that the no-
tation in.assign is used to refer to the input assign
in an inout schema). The ActCreateAssign activator
contains no activation query or schema; hence a single
instance of the CreateAssignment AUnit is activated.

When a CreateAssignment AUnit instance is acti-
vated, it uses its activators ActAssignInfo (Figure 4,
lines 16-26), ActNewProblem (lines 28-36), and Sub-



mitAssignment (lines 38-63) to activate its child AU-
nit instances. The ActAssignInfo and ActNewProb-
lem activators uses the basic AUnits UpdateRow and
GetRow, respectively, to allow the user to enter and
update the properties of the assignment being created
(without actually submitting the assignment for cre-
ation). The SubmitAssignment activator uses the ba-
sic AUnit, Submit, to allow the user to submit the
created assignment.

Whenever a new user connects to MiniCMS, a new
session is created by activating a new instance of CM-
SRoot (e.g., Figure 5 Session 2). The activation phase
for the new session is similar to that described above.
Note that the different instances of CMSRoot share
the same persistent schema (by definition of the scope
of persistent schemas).

3.2.4 Activators: Return Phase

The return phase is initiated when a Basic AUnit
instance returns. Since Basic AUnits deal with In-
put/Output functions, the return phase is typically
initiated by a user action such as updating an input
row or clicking a submit button. When a Basic AUnit
instance returns, its output is processed by an acti-
vator handler. The handler can perform certain ac-
tions and can (optionally) cause the parent AUnit in-
stance (of the returning AUnit instance) to return, re-
cursively. After all returns have been processed, the
return phase ends and the system transitions to the
reactivation phase (described in the next section).

Returning to Figure 1, the return of a child AUnit
instance is processed by zero or more Handlers in the
activator that activated the child AUnit instance (Fig-
ure 1, line 21). Each handler has a name, HandlerName
(line 25), which is unique within the scope of the con-
taining activator. Each handler also has an (optional)
condition (line 26) and an action (line 27). Whenever
a child AUnit instance returns, the conditions of all
the handlers contained in the activator are checked.
One of the handlers whose condition evaluates to true
is non-deterministically chosen and its action is per-
formed (no action is performed if no handler’s condi-
tion evaluates to true). Then, if the handler has the
keyword return (line 25), the enclosing AUnit also re-
turns and its return is recursively processed. If the
handler does not have the keyword return, then the
system enters the reactivation phase. If none of the
handler conditions evaluate to true, then the system
directly enters the reactivation phase.

The condition of a handler is specified as a Query
(line 26). The query can refer to the input schema,
local schema and persistent schema of the containing
AUnit, and can also refer to the activationTuple table
of the containing activator. The condition is said to
evaluate to true iff the query returns at least one tuple.
The action of a handler is specified as an Assignment.
The queries in the Assignment can refer to the same

tables as the query in the condition. The action of a
return handler can modify only the tables in the per-
sistent schema and output schema of the containing
AUnit. The action of a non-return handler can mod-
ify only the tables in the local schema and persistent
schema of the containing AUnit.

MiniCMS Example: Consider the activation forest
in Figure 5 and assume that the user in Session 1 sub-
mits a new assignment for creation. This causes an
instance of the SubmitBasic Basic AUnit (Figure 4,
line 38) to return.

The return of the Basic AUnit is processed by the
two handlers (lines 39-52 and lines 53-62), which cor-
respond to the successful and unsuccessful creation of
the assignment, respectively. The condition of the first
handler (lines 40-43) checks to make sure that the re-
lease date of the assignment occurs before its due date
(the precondition for assignment creation), while the
condition of the second handler (lines 54-58) performs
the negation of this check (to handle error cases).

When the Basic AUnit returns, the conditions of
both the handlers are checked. First, consider the case
where the condition of the second handler is satisfied.
In this case, the due date does not occur after the re-
lease date and the assignment should not be created.
Hence, the action of the handler (lines 59-62) simply
resets the release date and the due date. Note that the
Basic AUnit instance’s parent AUnit instance (i.e., the
CreateAssignment AUnit instance) does not return be-
cause the handler is not a return handler. The system
thus directly transitions to the reactivation phase.

Now consider the case where the condition of the
first (and not the second) handler is satisfied. In this
case, the action of the handler (lines 44-51) copies over
the details of the assignment from the local schema
to the output schema. Since the handler is a return
handler, the parent AUnit instance (i.e., the CreateAs-
signment AUnit instance) returns. The return of the
CreateAssignment AUnit instance is processed by the
handlers of the appropriate activator in the CourseAd-
min AUnit (Figure 3, lines 9-22). Since the activator
only has a single handler (lines 10-21) and the han-
dler does not have an associated condition, the action
(lines 11-20) is performed unconditionally; the action
copies the existing assignments and the newly created
assignment to the output schema. Since the handler
is a return handler, the CourseAdmin AUnit instance
also returns. The return of the CourseAdmin AUnit
instance is processed by the handler of the appropri-
ate activator in the CMSRoot AUnit (Figure 2, lines
39-63). The action of the handler (lines 40-62) copies
the output of the CourseAdmin AUnit instance to the
persistent schema. Since the handler is not a return
handler, the return phase ends and the system transi-
tions to the reactivation phase.

Figure 6 shows the activation tree of our running
example after the return phase. All the child AUnit



Figure 6: Return Phase

instances of the returned AUnit instances are deacti-
vated, while the AUnit instances along other branches
of the activation tree are still activated.

3.2.5 Activators: Reactivation Phase

As described above, during the return phase, the acti-
vator handlers can change the contents of the local and
persistent schemas of AUnit instances along the branch
of the activation tree that returns. Consequently, the
activation forest has to be “reactivated” so that they
are consistent with the new contents of the local and
persistent schemas. The reactivation phase is identical
to the activation phase, but with one important dif-
ference – some AUnit instances preserve the contents
of their local schema. Specifically, all AUnit instances
that did not return during the return phase, and which
were active both before and after the return phase, pre-
serve the contents of their local schema. The intuitive
reason is that AUnits should not lose their temporary
state (i.e., they should not lose any temporary work)
as long as their activation is not affected by the return
phase of another AUnit.

We now define the reactivation phase more pre-
cisely. Given an activation forest, each active AUnit
instance is assigned a unique identifier called its la-
bel as follows. Each root AUnit instance is assigned
a unique label when it is first created (for example,
a unique session identifier). Each non-root AUnit in-
stance is assigned a label that is a triple consisting of
(a) the label of its parent AUnit instance, (b) the name
of its activator, and (c) the primary key of its activa-
tion tuple. We refer to the activation forest just before
the initiation of the return phase as AFPreReturn.

The goal of the reactivation phase is to construct a
new activation forest, which we call AFPostReact. Ini-
tially, we add to AFPostReact every root AUnit instance

from AFPreReturn that did not return during the just-
completed return phase. Recursively, when an AUnit
instance Y with label y is added to AFPostReact, we
first check to see if an AUnit X with identical label
y existed in AFPreReturn and did not return during
the return phase. If these conditions are met, the con-
tents of Y ’s local schema retains the value of X’s local
schema. Otherwise, the contents of Y ’s local schema
are initialized using the local query, exactly as in the
activation phase. The activation and input queries of
AUnit Y are then evaluated, possibly causing child
AUnit instances to be added to AFPostReact, again ex-
actly as in the activation phase.

Intuitively, if an AUnit instance “survives” the re-
turn phase and remains activated during reactivation,
it retains the local state that is has accumulated dur-
ing the computation. An AUnit instance’s local state
is lost only if the instance is deactivated or returns. As
in the activation phase, the final activation forest after
the reactivation phase is independent of the order in
which activators and AUnit instances are processed.

MiniCMS Example: Returning to our example,
Figure 7 shows the result of the reactivation phase af-
ter the activation and return phases in Figures 5 and 6
(recall that the return phase added a new assignment
for a course). For ease of exposition, we add a unique
ID to identify each AUnit instance instead of show-
ing its label (we will also describe other uses for the
ID in the next section). In Session 1, the CMSRoot
instance (ID 30) and the CourseAdmin instance cor-
responding to course id 11 (ID 33), and its descen-
dant AUnit instances, retain their local state since
they were activated during the activation phase and
they did not return. The CourseAdmin instance cor-
responding to course id 10 (ID 45) and the CreateAs-
signment instance (ID 50) lose their local state and
are reinitialized by their corresponding local queries
(Figure 4, lines 12-14) since they returned during the
return phase. The ShowRow AUnit instances with IDs
100 and 102 retain their local state since they were ac-
tivated during the activation phase and they did not
return. The ShowRow instance with ID 101 (corre-
sponding to the newly created assignment) has a newly
initialized local state since it was newly activated in
the reactivation phase.

In Session 2, all the AUnit instances, except the
ShowRow AUnit instance corresponding to Aid 5 (ID
71), retain their local state. The ShowRow AUnit in-
stance corresponding to Aid 5 (i.e., the newly created
assignment in the persistent schema) has a newly ini-
tialized local state since it was newly activated in the
reactivation phase. Note how the CourseAdmin AU-
nit instance corresponding to course id 10 (ID 65) has
a new child AUnit instance (ShowRow instance cor-
responding to Aid 5), even though it retains its local
state. This occurs because the input to the CourseAd-
min AUnit instance (i.e., the list of current assign-



Figure 7: Reactivation Phase

ments for the course) changes due to corresponding
changes in the persistent schema, even though the lo-
cal state of the CourseAdmin AUnit instance is un-
changed.

In a practical implementation of Hilda, changes to
the activation forest (due to reactivation) do not have
to be propagated proactively to all active users of the
system. Instead, the changes can be propagated only
when the user reloads the page or otherwise interacts
with the system.

3.2.6 Activators: Concurrent Actions

So far, we have implicitly assumed that user actions
(or AUnit returns) occur serially, i.e., the return phase
and the reactivation phase corresponding to each user
action is fully completed, before another user action is
processed. In reality, of course, user actions can oc-
cur concurrently. In such cases, Hilda guarantees a
notion of correctness analogous to database serializ-
ability: the resulting activation forest and user output
are as though the user actions were performed in some
serial order.

However, there is a subtle issue that arises in the
case of data-driven applications: although two (or
more) user actions may be valid in a given activation
forest, only one of them may be valid in any serial
processing these actions. For example, consider a stu-
dent A who has invited a student B to join his group.
Two actions are possible in this activation forest: A
can withdraw the invitation to B, or B can accept A’s
invitation. However, if both these actions occur con-
currently, only one of them can complete successfully
(since either action invalidates the other). A similar
situation occurs when A withdraws the invitation to
B, but B has still not refreshed his or her page and
tries to accept the invitation.

One of the advantages of Hilda is that it can auto-
matically detect such application-level conflicts. The
key to detecting such conflicts lies in using the condi-

tions of the activators of AUnit instances. If an AUnit
instance is deactivated (due to an update that causes
its activator condition to be false), then pending ac-
tions on the AUnit instance cannot be performed since
the precondition for that operation is no longer true.

More precisely, each AUnit instance in an activation
forest is assigned a unique ID every time it is activated.
It retains the same ID when it is reactivated. If an AU-
nit instance is deactivated and is activated again later,
it obtains a new ID. Each user action is associated with
the ID of a Basic AUnit instance (recall that Basic AU-
nits are the primitives for Input/Output). Whenever
a user action is to be performed on a Basic AUnit with
a given ID, a check is first made to verify whether the
Basic AUnit with that ID is still activated in the cur-
rent activation forest. If so, the user action can be
performed successfully; else the user action is rejected
due to an application-level conflict.

We note that the above semantics of Hilda relaxes
the traditional notion of serializability. Two Basic AU-
nit instance returns (transactions) are said to conflict
iff one Basic AUnit instance return violates the acti-
vator condition of the other Basic AUnit instance (or
any of its ancestors). Hilda’s notion of correctness thus
specifies conflicts in terms of application-level condi-
tions (which are automatically inferred from activator
conditions) and can be viewed as a specific extended
transaction model [7] that is tailored to data-driven
web applications. Note that the processing of the
activation-return-reactivation phases of user actions
are still fully serializable since the actions are (logi-
cally) performed one after the other; the application-
level conditions are used only to check whether a user
action is still valid after updates to the activation for-
est.

MiniCMS Example: Consider the ActStudent acti-
vator in the CMSRoot AUnit (Figure 2, lines 66-80).
The ActStudent activator activates an instance of the
Student AUnit (Figure 8) for each course for which the
current user is a student. The Student AUnit instance
for a course takes in the student id, the set of assign-
ments for the course (lines 2-5), and group information
for the course (lines 6-10) as input, and returns the
new group information for the course (lines 6-10) as
output. The Student AUnit has an activator to show
the student grades for the course (lines 12-27), with-
draw an invitation (lines 29-49), accept an invitation
(lines 51-73), and so on.

The activation forest corresponding to two students
S1 and S2 who connect to the MiniCMS application is
shown in Figure 9. In Session 1, S1 is enrolled in the
two courses with course ids 10 and 11. An instance of
the Student AUnit is created for each course, and each
Student AUnit has activators for withdrawing and ac-
cepting outstanding invitations (the part of the acti-
vation tree for accepting invitations is not shown for
brevity). Session 2 is similar for student S2. Note



1: AUnit Student

2: input schema {
3: curstudent(sid:int)
4: assign(aid:int, name:string, release:date, due:date)
5: }
6: inout schema {
7: group(gid:int, aid:int)
8: groupmember(gmid:int, gid:int, sid:int, grade:float)
9: invitation(iid:int, gid:int, invitersid:int, inviteesid:int)

10: }
11: // Show the student’s grades for each assignment
12: activator ActShowGrades : ShowRow(string,float) {
13: activation schema {
14: agrade(aid:int,assignname:string,grade:int) }
15: activation query {
16: SELECT A.aid, A.name, GM.grade
17: FROM groupmember GM, student S,
18: assign A LEFT OUTER JOIN
19: Group G ON A.aid = G.aid
20: WHERE G.gid = GM.gid and GM.sid = S.sid
21: }
22: input query{
23: ShowTable.input :-
24: SELECT activationTuple.assignname,
25: activationTuple.grade
26: }
27: }
28: // Withdraw an invitation
29: activator ActWithDrawInv : SelectRow(int,int) {
30: activation schema {
31: aassign(iid:int,inviteesid:int) }
32: activation query {
33: SELECT I.iid, I.inviteesid
34: FROM invitation I, curstudent S
35: WHERE I.invitersid = S.sid
36: }
37: input query {
38: SelectRow.input :-
39: SELECT activationTuple.iid,
40: activationTuple.inviteesid
41: }
42: return handler {
43: //delete the invitation we withdrew
44: invitation :-
45: SELECT *
46: FROM invitation I, SelectRow.output O
47: WHERE I.iid <> O.iid
48: }
49: }
50: // Accept an invitation
51: activator ActAcceptInv : SelectRow(int,int) {
52: activation schema {
53: aassign(iid:int,invitersid:int) }
54: activation query {
55: SELECT I.iid, I.invitersid
56: FROM invitation I, curstudent S
57: WHERE I.inviteesid = S.sid
58: }
59: input query {
60: SelectRow.input :-
61: SELECT activationTuple.iid,
62: activationTuple.invitersid
63: }
64: return handler {
65: //delete the invitation accepted
66: invitation :-
67: SELECT *
68: FROM invitation I, SelectRow.output O
69: WHERE I.iid <> O.iid
70: //update group, groupmember tables ...
71: ...
72: }
73: }

74: ... (place, decline invitations, etc.)

Figure 8: Student AUnit.

Figure 9: Activation Phase

Figure 10: Return Phase

that the persistent schema shows that S1 has previ-
ously extended an invitation to S2 to join his or her
group.

Now consider the scenario where S1 withdraws the
invitation to S2, while S2 concurrently accepts the in-
vitation. This corresponds to operations performed
on the Basic AUnits with IDs 20 and 22, respectively.
By the semantics of Hilda, the two actions will be per-
formed in some serial order. Let us assume that the in-
vitation withdrawal is performed first. Figure 10 shows
the state of the activation forest after the invitation
withdrawal is processed. Note that the invitation from
S1 to S2 no longer appears in the persistent schema.
Figure 11 shows the state of the activation forest on
reactivation. Note that the Basic AUnit with ID 22
is no longer activated because the invitation has been
withdrawn. Consequently, the second operation of S2
accepting the invitation will be automatically rejected
by the system since the AUnit instance with ID 22 no
longer exists.



Figure 11: Reactivation Phase

01) ExtendedAUnit ->
02) ’aUnit’ AUnitName:String ’extends’ BaseAUnitName:String ’{’
03) [’input’ ’schema’ ’{’ Schema ’}’]
04) [’output’ ’schema’ ’{’ Schema ’}’]
05) [’inout’ ’schema’ ’{’ Schema ’}’]
06)
07) [’persist’ ’schema’ ’{’ Schema ’}’]
08) [’persist’ ’query’ ’{’ Assignment* ’}’]
09)
10) [’local’ ’schema’ ’{’ Schema ’}’]
11) [’local’ ’query’ ’{’ Assignment* ’}’]
12)
13) (Activator | ExtendedActivator)*
14)
15) ExtendedActivator ->
16) ’extend’ ’activator’ BaseActName:STRING ’{’
17) [’filter’ ’activation’ ’{’ Query ’}’]
18) Handler*
19) ’}’

Figure 12: Grammar for AUnit Inheritance.

3.3 AUnits: Inheritance

Like conventional object-oriented languages, Hilda
supports a notion of inheritance for extending the
functionality of AUnits. Hilda inheritance can be used
to add new application logic and also (as we shall soon
see) to specify the structure of an application web site.

We use the term extended AUnit to refer to an AU-
nit that uses inheritance, and we use the term base
AUnit to refer to the AUnit from which an extended
AUnit inherits. An extended AUnit has a name and
specifies the name of the base AUnit from which it
inherits (Figure 12, line 2). An extended AUnit in-
herits all the input, output, inout, persistent and lo-
cal schemas from its base AUnit. In addition, an ex-
tended AUnit can extend these schemas by specifying
additional tables and their initialization queries (lines
3-11).

An extended AUnit also inherits all the activators
from the base AUnit. In addition, an extended AUnit
can add new activators (line 13, Activator) and ex-
tend existing activators (line 13, ExtendedActivator,
line 15) in the base AUnit. An activator in a base AU-

1: Aunit NavCMS extends CMSRoot

// Keeps track of the currently active course
2: local schema { currcourse(cid:integer) }

3: //Allows user to select from list of courses
4: activator ActSelectCourse : SelectRow(integer,string){
5: input query {
6: SelectRow.input :- SELECT * FROM course
7: }
8: handler {
9: currcourse :- SELECT O.1 FROM SelectRow.output

10: }
11: }

12: activator extending ActCourseAdmin {
13: filter activation {
14: SELECT *
15: FROM currcourse CC
16: WHERE activationTuple.cid = CC.cid
17: }
18: }

19: ... (similarly for showing student courses, etc.)

Figure 13: NavCMS inherits from CMS

nit can be extended in two ways2: (1) by adding new
handlers (line 18), and (2) by filtering the set of acti-
vation tuples so that only a subset of the child AUnit
instances are activated (line 17). The filtering of the
set of activation tuples is specified as a query that re-
turns a non-empty set iff the current activation tuples
corresponds to a child AUnit instance that should be
activated. Such filtering is usually used to structure
the web site by selecting the child AUnit instance that
should be presented to a user at a given time.
MiniCMS Example: Consider the NavCMS AUnit
in Figure 13. NavCMS inherits from CMSRoot and
structures it as a web site that only shows the cur-
rently active course selected by the user (recall that
CMSRoot activates all relevant courses). NavCMS
adds this new functionality by defining its own local
schema to store information about the currently active
course (line 2). It also defines a new activation handler
to get user input on the current active course (lines
4-11). In addition, it extends the ActCourseAdmin
activator (Figure 2, line 17) in CMSRoot so that the
CourseAdmin child AUnit is only activated for the cur-
rently active course; this condition is specified in the
activation filter query (Figure 13, lines 13-17), which
returns a non-empty result only for the current active
course.

3.4 PUnits

As described above, AUnits use a unified model to de-
scribe the application logic and the structure of the
application website. However, AUnits do not specify

2Hilda also allows a third form of extension whereby the child
AUnit associated with a base AUnit activator can be replaced
with a inherited class of the child AUnit. However, we omit the
description of this extension since the details are not relevant in
the current context.



presentation details, such as background colors and the
page layout in the web browser. In Hilda, such details
are specified using PUnits (for presentation units).
This enforces the separation of application logic from
presentation.

Hilda associates one or more Basic PUnits with each
Basic AUnit. Each Basic PUnit describes how a Basic
AUnit is to be displayed. For example, the UpdateRow
Basic AUnit can have one or more Basic PUnits that
specify how UpdateRow is to be presented to the user
(e.g., as form entries or pull-down menus).

Hilda allows users to develop User-Defined PUnits
corresponding to User-Defined AUnits. Each User-
Defined PUnit is associated with a User-Defined AU-
nit and has embedded HTML code that generates the
HTML page corresponding to that AUnit. Since a
User-Defined AUnit (say, NavCMS) has nested AUnits
(ChooseCourse, DisplayCourse), a User-Defined PUnit
can recursively invoke the PUnits associated with the
child AUnits to build up the HTML page. This idea
of recursively building up presentation units is similar
to the technique proposed for Haystack [12].
MiniCMS Example: An example User-Defined
PUnit specification for MiniCMS is given below. The
ShowNavCMS PUnit is associated with the NavCMS
AUnit. The PUnit has embedded HTML code to set
the page background and draw horizontal lines (<hr>)
on the page. In addition, it uses the <punit> tag to in-
voke other PUnits – ShowSelectRow, ShowCourseAd-
min – to build up the HTML page. In this example,
ShowSelectRow is the PUnit associated with the Se-
lectRow AUnit, which is invoked by the ActSelectRow
activator of NavCMS. ShowCourseAdmin is similarly
associated with the CourseAdmin AUnit, which is in-
voked by the ActCourseAdmin activator.

punit ShowNavCMS for NavCMS {
<body bgcolor="yellow">
<hr>
<punit activator=’’ActSelectRow’’

name=’’ShowSelectRow’’>
<hr>
<punit activator=’’ActCourseAdmin’’

name=’’ShowCourseAdmin’’>
<hr>
...

</body>
}

4 CMS Revisited in Hilda

We now show how the Hilda implementation of
MiniCMS addresses the issues discussed in Section 2.

4.1 Assignment Creation

No Impedance Mismatch: Hilda eliminates the
impedance mismatch during assignment creation since
it uses a single data model – the relational model

– to represent all application state. Specifically, in
the CreateAssignment AUnit shown in Figure 4, the
AUnit input and output are represented using the in-
out schema (lines 3-6) and the temporary state cor-
responding to the user input is represented using the
local schema (lines 9-11); the inout and local schemas
are both relational schemas.

No Mixing of Application Logic and Presentation: In
Hilda, all application logic is handled in AUnits and all
presentation is handled in PUnits. Specifically, in the
CreateAssignment AUnit shown in Figure 4, all appli-
cation sanity checks, such as whether the due date of
the assignment occurs after the release date, are per-
formed in the conditions of the AUnit activator han-
dlers (lines 40-43, 54-57) instead of being embedded
in presentation code. Thus, the PUnit associated with
the CreateAssignment AUnit can deal solely with pre-
sentation issues.

4.2 Viewing Student Grades

No Impedance Mismatch: Since Hilda represents all
data as relations, there is no impedance mismatch be-
tween accessing persistent and local data - both are
declaratively accessed using SQL. For instance, con-
sider the Student AUnit in Figure 8, which displays
grades using the activator ActShowGrades (lines 14-
29). The activator ActShowGrades uses a SQL activa-
tion query (lines 15-21) to specify the list of grades to
be shown. The SQL query can be efficiently evaluated
by the underlying database system without the appli-
cation developer having to work with multiple data
models.

4.3 Student Group Management

Support for Conflict Detection: As discussed in Sec-
tion 3.2.6, Hilda handles conflict detection automati-
cally since all the necessary pre-conditions for a user
action are encoded in the activation queries. In case a
student interacts with a “stale” Basic AUnit and the
system has already transitioned to a new state, Hilda
can automatically detect such conflicts and avoid per-
forming the invalid actions.

Declarative: In Hilda, all application preconditions are
specified declaratively using (SQL) activation queries.
This enables the system to optimize execution by
choosing a good implementation strategy. In the stu-
dent group example, whenever a student is logged on,
the system can pessimistically lock the student invita-
tions to prevent conflicting concurrent actions by other
students. Alternatively, the system can optimistically
allow for concurrent actions and handle conflicts dur-
ing the AUnit return phase. Since the preconditions
are specified declaratively, the system can make either
choice depending on various factors such as data con-
tention and query workload.



4.4 Web Site Structure

No Impedance Mismatch: As described in Section 3.3,
Hilda allows application developers to specify the
structure of a web site structure using AUnits, which
is the same programming construct used to specify the
rest of the application logic. For example, the NavCMS
AUnit shown in Figure 13 supports navigation between
different courses uses the same declarative AUnit spec-
ification language as the rest of the application.
Structured Programming for Web Sites: Consider the
NavCMS AUnit in Figure 13. The ActSelectCourse
activator (lines 4-11) obtains a user course selection
using an instance of the SelectRow AUnit, while the
ActCourseAdmin activator activates the course corre-
sponding to the user selection. From the user’s point of
view, it is as though he or she clicked on a course and
the application “jumped” to the appropriate course
web page. However, the application control flow is
much more structured: the instance of SelectRow that
corresponds to the user selection returns to its parent
AUnit instance during the return phase, and the ac-
tivation forest is reactivated during the reactivation
phase to produce the new application state. In other
words, Hilda uses single-entry single-exit AUnits with
well-defined control flow to capture complex web site
structure; this makes the web site structure easy to
understand and maintain.

5 Hilda Semantics

We now define the formal semantics of a hilda pro-
gram. Our goal is to give a precise semantics that
will help validate our language design, while being
simple enough so that it is accessible to application
programmers. An important requirement for the se-
mantics is to deal formally with issues of application
consistency and concurrency control, thus providing
correctness criteria for some of the optimizations dis-
cussed later. The semantics is based on execution his-
tories [16], where the set of acceptable histories yields
a correctness criterion analogous to serializability.

We use words relational schema and instance of
schema in their traditional meaning. By x.y we mean
the field y of tuple x.
Definition 1. s is a relational schema, we define UI(s)
as the set of all possible instances(tables) of s, UIS(s)
as the set of all possible instance of s with only one
row. ¥

Please notice that s can contain the definitions for
more than one relations.
Definition 2. AUnit is defined as (name, in, out,
local, persist, LocalInitializationFunction, PersistIni-
tialInterpretation, Type, SYN, Activators),
• name is the name of the AUnit which is unique

for the whole program.
• in is the schema for input relations
• out is the schema for output relations
• local is the schema for local relations.

• persist is the schema for persistent relations.
• PersistInitialInterpretation is an interpretation

which maps persist to tuples. PersistInitialInter-
pretation ∈UI(persist). It gives the initialization
value persistent tables.

• LocalInitializationFunction: UI(in) ×
UI(persist) → UI(local), is a mapping from
instances of in and persist to instances of local.
It provides the query to calculate content of local
tables.

• TY PE ∈ {BASIC,USER DEFINED} shows
if the AUnit is basic one or user defined.

• SY N ∈ {true, false} shows if the AUnit is syn-
chronized or asynchronized.

• Activators is a set of Activator which is defined
below.

Activator is defined as (name, A’, activate, Ac-
tivateFunction, InputFunction, OutputHandlers, Re-
turnOutputHandlers).
• A′ is the name for an AUnit. It refers to a child

AUnit of A.
• activate is the schema for activation table.
• ActivateFunction: UI(in) × UI(persist) ×

UI(local) → UI(activate). It gives the query to
calculate the content of activation table.

• InputFunction: UI(in) × UI(persist) ×
UI(local) × UIS(activate) → UI(A′.in3).
It takes in an instance of in,persist,local and an
instance of activate with only one row(one tuple
from activation table) to an instance of in of A’.
The functions compute the input relations for A’.

• OutputHandlers ∈ 2OutputHandler. Out-
putHandler is the type for a nonreturn output
handler.

• ReturnOutputHandlers ∈ 2ReturnOutputHandler.
ReturnOutputHandler is the type for a return out-
put handler.

A nonreturn output handler OutputHandler is defined
as (conditionFunction, actionFunction)
• conditionFunction: UI(A′.out) × UI(in) ×

UI(local) × UI(persist) × UIS(activate) →
{true, false}. The function determine if the
actionFunction should be triggered or not.

• actionFunction: UI(A′.out) × UI(in) ×
UI(local) × UI(persist) × UI(activate) →
UI(local)×UI(persist). It updates the values of
instances of local and persist.

A return output handler ReturnOutputHandler is
defined as (conditionFunction, actionFunction)
• conditionFunction: UI(A′.out) × UI(in) ×

UI(local) × UI(persist) × UIS(activate) →
true, false. The function determine if the
actionFunction should be triggered or not.

3By A’.x, we mean the field x of the AUnit identified by it’s
name A’



• actionFunction: UI(A′.out) × UI(in) ×
UI(local) × UI(persist) × UI(activate) →
UI(local) × UI(persist) × UI(out). Besides
instances of local and persist, it also compute
values of instance of out and cause the AUnit to
return.¥

The difference between non return and return out-
put handler is that the former can only update local
and persist relations while the latter can also create
output relations.

A hilda program is a set of definition of AUnit types
and one of them is specified as root AUnit.
Definition 3. Similar as relational schema,
for an Activator, we can define UI(Activator)
= {(ias, f)|ias ∈ UI(Activator.activate), f ∈
UIS(Activator.activate) → UI(Activator.A′) and
dom(f)4 = ias}. Then for an AUnit A, we can
define UI(A)={(id, iis, ios, ils, ips, acts)|id is unique
across all AUnit instances, iis ∈ UI(A.in), ios ∈
UI(A.out), ils ∈ UI(A.local), ips ∈ UI(A.persist),
acts = {act|act ∈ UI(Activator), Activator ∈
A.Activators}} .¥

An Activator is used by the AUnit to create child
AUnit instances, each Activator instance contains an
activation table and a function which maps each tu-
ple in the activation table to an instance of Activa-
tor.A’. Function f is determined by the state of the
system at run time, since what the child instances cre-
ated should be is determined by the result of Activa-
tor.InputFunction.

We call x an instance of AUnit Type A, if x is
in UI(A). For simplicity, by x.in we mean the in-
put relations(instance of A.in of x). It is similar for
out, local, persist and activate.

When an instance of AUnit x is activated, x.in is
provided. Local and activation tables(one for each ac-
tivator of x) are created with corresponding queries.
Definition 4. Let x denote an instance of AUnit type
A. A Hilda application state S is just a forest of AUnit
instances(trees rooted at instances of root AUnit). We
write x ∈ S when x is an instance contained in S.¥

Since we encode the application logic as state tran-
sitions in hilda program, we need to define the initial
state and state transition of a hilda program.
Definition 5. IS is the initial state of the system.
1)For each user session, a root AUnit instance r is ac-
tivated and r ∈ IS. 2)If AUnit instance x ∈ IS, then
for each activator act ∈ x.Activators and each tuple t
in relation x.act.activate, we activate an instance x′.
x.act.A′ specifies the name of AUnit type of x′. We
call t the activationtuple of x and x is the parent of
x′, x′ is the child of x. We have x′ ∈ IS. ¥

When the system starts, for each user sessions,
an instance of root AUnit is activated. Descendants
of root AUnit instances are activated recursively and

4dom(f) means the domain fo function f

forms an activation tree for each root. This forest of
activation trees are the initial state of the system.
Definition 6. ID of an instance x (non root instance)
is defined as the primary key of x ’s activation tuple
plus a’s parent’s ID. For the root instance, ID is de-
fined as the empty sequence.¥
Definition 7. We define an operation Op = (a, Si)
where a is an AUnit instance and Si, a ∈ Si is a state
of the system when the returning of a is attempted.¥

Intuitively one operation is defined as the return-
ing(triggered by users) of an instance of Basic AUnit
at a certain state.
Definition 8. At state Sj , an operation Op(a, Si),
a ∈ Sj will trigger a state transition apply : Sj×Op →
Sj+1. apply is composed of two phases: Return phase
and Reactivation phase.

• Return Phase: Let x be the parent of a, and a is
activated through activator act ∈ x.Activators.
If handler.conditionFunction returns true,
handler ∈ act.ReturnOutputHandlers ∪
act.OutputHandlers, then
handler.actionFunction take effects and
x′s tables will be updated accordingly. If
handler ∈ act.ReturnOutputHandlers then the
process will be repeated for x and x′s parent.
If there are more than one handler satisfies the
condition, we nondeterministically pick one.

• Reactivation Phase: Recalculate each activation
tree and get state Sj , based on the updated in-
formation. It’s almost the same as how we get
activation trees in initial state. The difference
is how we activate child AUnits. For AUnit in-
stance x, let activatej be an activation table of x
in state Sj and activatej+1 be the new activation
table calculated based on relations updated after
ReturnPhase. We compare tuples in activatej

and activatej+1 by their primary key.

– For t ∈ activatej+1 if ¬∃t′ ∈ activatej(t =
t′)5, we activate an instance x′ for t and we
have x′ ∈ Sj+1.

– For t ∈ activatej if ¬∃t′ ∈ activatej+1(t =
t′), we deactivate the corresponding instance
x′ for t and we have x′ 6∈ activatej+1.

– For t ∈ activatejt
′ ∈ activatej+1(t = t′),

the instance x corresponding to t will be
preserved for t′ and we have x ∈ Sj . If
x.SY N = true, x.local is recalculated using
x.LocalInitializationFunction. Otherwise,
x.local keeps unchanged after return phase
even if x.in is changed by x′s parent. ¥

The state transition function representing the effect
of a particular operation performed on the application

5t=t’ iff t and t’ have the same primary key



state; apply captures the effect of an instance return
on all local, output, input and persistent tables. There
is some flexibility in the definition of the allowable re-
lation. Clearly, we must require that a ∈ S′ is a basic
AUnit instance and that a ∈ S. However, it can be
desirable to make the relation more restrictive. Intu-
itively, allowable(S, (a, S′)) reflects a decision to per-
form a return of AUnit instance a in state S even
though the user requesting this operation believed the
state to be S′.
Definition 9. We define a relation
allowable : State×Op holds on (S, (a, S′)) whenever
(a, S′) is an operation that could be preformed (a is
still active in state S) in state S.¥
Definition 10. We define an execution history to be
a pair H = (SE,¹), where

• SE = [(Si, SOi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n] is a sequence of
(state, operation set) pairs.

• ¹ is a partial order on operations consistent with
SE, satisfying
∀i, j, op1, op2(((i < j) ∧ (op1 ∈ S1) ∧ (op2 ∈ S2))

⇒ ¬(op2 ¹ op1))

Intuitively, ¹ does not violate the ordering of
states. ¥

Definition 11. An execution history is said to be cor-
rect if there is a sequential ordering of requested op-
erations that is consistent with the history. Formally,
there must exist op1, . . . , opn such that

• ∀j : 1 ≤ j ≤ n : opj ∈ ((∪j−1
i=0 (SOi) −

∪j−1
i=1 ({opi})) ∩ allowable(Si))

• ∀j : 1 ≤ j ≤ n : ∀op ∈ ((∪j−1
i=0 (SOi) −

∪j−1
i=1 ({opi})) ∩ allowable(Si)) ¬(op ¹ opj)

• ∀j : 1 ≤ j ≤ n : Sj+1 = apply(Sj , opj) ¥
The above definition yields a property analogous to

serializability for concurrent execution of Hilda pro-
grams. This definition will enable us to prove the cor-
rectness of the cross-layer caching optimizations dis-
cussed

6 Hilda Compiler

We now describe the implementation of a simple (un-
optimized) Hilda compiler, which translates a Hilda
program into executable code. Using this compiler, we
have developed a simple CMS application available at
http://www.cs.cornell.edu/database/hilda. As men-
tioned earlier, the declarative nature of Hilda allows
for rich optimization opportunities. While the devel-
opment of such optimization techniques is beyond the
scope of this paper, we highlight some of the specific
optimization opportunities made possible by Hilda.

Figure 14: Hilda compiler

6.1 Proof-of-Concept Implementation

The architecture of our Hilda compiler is shown in
Figure 14. The compiler takes in a Hilda program
and generates two outputs: the first output is a set of
scripts to create tables in a relational database, and
the second output is Java Servlet code that can be
run in an application server. The generated applica-
tion runs in a standard three-tier architecture with a
client browser, an application server (which runs the
generated Java Servlet code) and a relational database.

The generated Java Servlet code is structured as fol-
lows. Each AUnit in the Hilda program is translated
into a Java class that contains methods to compute
the contents of the local, persistent, input, output and
activation schemas. The contents of the local and per-
sistent schemas are stored in the database, while the
contents of the input and output schemas are passed
around as query (view) definitions so that they are
only materialized on demand. The contents of the ac-
tivation schemas alone are stored in main memory to
enable the fast creation of the activation forest. The
generated Java Servlet also deals with all incoming
http requests from the client.

The Java class corresponding to each AUnit has a
toHMTL method to present the AUnit content in HTML
format. The toHTML method is generated based on a
default PUnit specification. The toHTML method of
a parent AUnit instance recursively calls the toHTML
methods of its child AUnit instances. A client page
is constructed by invoking the toHTML method of the
root AUnit instance.

6.2 Optimization Opportunities

Although our Hilda compiler uses the standard three-
tier architecture to implement an application program,
the Hilda program itself uses a unified model for all lay-
ers of the application. This opens up an opportunity
for the compiler to perform cross layer optimizations,
i.e., automatically choose the layer at which certain



pieces of application logic should reside and optimize
the interactions between layers. We now list some of
the specific cross-layer optimizations we are building
into our compiler.
Client-Server Code Partitioning. For a given applica-
tion program, it may be more efficient to do certain
tasks at the client (browser) instead of at the server.
For example, for assignment creation in CMS, a Hilda
compiler can decide to cache user input and perform
data validation (such as the due date occurring after
the release date) at the client side before shipping the
data to the server, thereby minimizing network traffic.
This strategy is possible because the data associated
with a newly created assignment does not conflict with
any other data. Since the Hilda program is declara-
tively specified, the Hilda compiler can automatically
detect this absence of data conflicts and partition the
program accordingly. Note that unlike many current
systems, the Hilda application developer does not have
to worry about such partitioning – it can be automat-
ically done by the Hilda compiler.
Data Caching. There are various opportunities for pre-
computing data to improve the performance of an ap-
plication. In CMS, read-mostly data such as student
grades can be cached and incrementally maintained
at the application server to avoid frequent round-trips
and reduce the load on the back-end database server.
As another example, entire HTML pages or fragments
of pages that contain read-mostly data, such as course
overview pages, can be cached to avoid the overhead of
building the HTML pages for every access [13]. Since
Hilda uses a unified model for all layers of the appli-
cation, a Hilda compiler can transparently decide to
cache data so as to improve performance without any
manual intervention by the application programmer.
Application Concurrency Control. To avoid inconsis-
tent application states, certain conditions need to be
checked at the application server before an update op-
eration is performed on the database. For instance,
in our CMS group example (Section 2), various con-
ditions such as dropped assignments, withdrawn in-
vitations, etc. need to be checked before a student
can accept or decline an invitation. Since such con-
ditions are specified declaratively in Hilda using ac-
tivation queries, the application server logic can op-
timize how this condition is to be checked based on
query and update workloads. For instance, the com-
piler can choose to pessimistically enforce the condi-
tion by holding locks, or can improve performance in
low contention environments by optimistically check-
ing for the condition just before the action is per-
formed, or can perform other optimizations by placing
triggers on relevant data items that could potentially
violate the condition. Again, the Hilda programmer
need not be aware of these alternatives, which can be
automatically chosen by the Hilda compiler either stat-
ically or during run-time.

7 Related Work

Commercial tools. There are powerful commercial
tools for building Web applications, e.g., Sun’s Java
2 Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE) with Enter-
prise JavaBeans (EJBs), JSP and Java Servlets, Mi-
crosoft’s .NET including ASP.NET, and scripting lan-
guages like PHP. Other widely used tools for design-
ing Web sites and html pages are surveyed by Fra-
ternali [20]. However, as discussed in Sections 1 and
2, current tools suffer from problems like impedance
mismatch, are not declarative, and/or do not enforce
structured programming for Web sites and separation
of application logic and presentation.
Research prototypes with declarative ap-
proaches. A variety of research prototype systems
has been proposed with the common goal of support-
ing Web application development at a higher level
of abstraction. The Active View system enables
declarative specification of E-commerce applications
by using views over XML repositories [1]. However,
some core parts of the application logic that manip-
ulate the database state (called repository methods
in [1]) are specified using imperative programming
languages such as Java or C++. Other recent pro-
posals cleanly separate tasks like data management
(database schema), navigation (page content and link
structure), and presentation (actual displaying of in-
formation). Strudel [15] defines the content of Web
pages in StruQL, a declarative language for accessing
and integrating semi-structured data sources. The We-
bOQL language [3] supports querying of existing Web
content to produce views of Web sites. AutoWeb [21],
WebML [19, 14], and Araneus [24] include advanced
tools for specifying structure of data, navigation, and
presentation. These approaches focus mostly on pre-
sentation (querying data); only WebML’s model ex-
plicitly includes data entry [4]. However, none of these
systems is designed for applications with concurrent
updates to the degree that Hilda is. Hilda’s unified
handling of queries and updates and its built-in sup-
port for conflict detection at application level go well
beyond previous work in the area.

Deductive databases, formal specification. De-
ductive database systems like LDL++ [2] provide pow-
erful models for declaratively specifying knowledge-
intense applications. However, in contrast to Hilda
they do not support end-to-end design of Web appli-
cations. Abiteboul et al. [18] specify business processes
as relational transducers that map sequences of in-
put relations into sequences of output relations. Their
goal, like in [9], is to make application verification ef-
ficient. This work is complementary to Hilda.

Object-oriented database systems. One of
the key arguments for introducing object-oriented
database systems (OODBMS) [23] was to avoid the
impedance mismatch caused by mapping application



objects into relational tables. However, most existing
database systems today are relational and therefore
the impedance mismatch problem continues to exist
when interfacing with object-oriented technology. Fur-
ther, an OODBMS is focused mostly on the layers be-
low the application layer. In contrast, Hilda is based
uniformly on the relational model and supports the
entire application stack.
Specialized solutions. Workflow management sys-
tems (WFMS) [25] focus on certain parts of applica-
tion logic dealing with orchestration and failures (see
also [14]). The ZOO system [22] extends workflows to
support the life cycle of scientific experiments based
on an object-oriented design. Visual query systems
for databases [6] concentrate on presentation issues.
In contrast, Hilda is a general-purpose tool for build-
ing complete data-driven applications with a unified
declarative model.
Industrial standards. There is growing in-
terest in the industry to separate business and
application logic from the underlying platform
technology. A major emerging standard is Model
Driven Architecture (MDA) [26]. A number of major
database vendors like IBM and Oracle support MDA
and data-driven application development ([5, 17],
http://www.oracle.com/technology/products/designer).
Current MDA solutions include flexible graphical
modeling tools, but unlike Hilda, there is no unified
model for end-to-end specification of all application
layers. Structured programming is not enforced, and
impedance mismatch and conflict detection are only
partially addressed.

8 Conclusion

We have presented Hilda, a high-level declarative lan-
guage for developing data-driven web applications.
Hilda offers many benefits for application developers,
including providing a unified model for all layers of
the application, providing a structured programming
paradigm for developing websites, and providing sup-
port for application conflict detection. We have also
developed a proof-of-concept Hilda compiler, which
can translate Hilda programs into executable code, and
have used it to generate code for a simple course man-
agement application. Our current focus is on devel-
oping an optimizing Hilda compiler, which can exploit
the declarative nature of Hilda language specifications
to generate high-performance application code.
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